NVAG-6™ KIT

Night Vision Aviator Goggle (LESS IMAGE TUBE)

NVAG-6 KIT CONTENTS*:

- NVAG-6 Assembly (LESS IMAGE TUBE)
- Hard Carrying Case
- AA Batteries (4)
- Lanyard
- Lens Caps (4)
- Lens Tissue
- Battery Cartridges (2)
- Screwdriver
- Helmet Mount
- Battery Pack
- Quick Disconnect
- Operator Manual (not shown)

DESCRIPTION*

The NVAG-6 KIT consists of a lightweight binocular, which can be mounted to a variety of helmets using the mounting adapter. Simple to operate, the system is powered by a dual-compartment battery pack that provides the pilot with immediate reserve power. The power pack uses AA alkaline batteries (provided).

The NVAG-6 KIT can be fitted with a range of image intensifier tube performance levels. These specifications can offer great performance for the user, regardless of the light levels. For domestic use the NVAG-6 is equipped with DO-275 specified class B coatings on the objective lenses.

The 27mm eye-relief eyepieces consistently provide high quality 40° field of view imagery regardless of exact eyepiece positioning. The binocular provides individual interpupillary adjustment, fore,aft and tilt adjustments. Constructed out of aluminum, the NVAG-6 can withstand the constant vibrations and environmental beatings connected with military operations.

For more information on the NVAG-6 KIT or other Nivisys products call (480) 970-3222 or visit us on the web at www.nivisys.com.

*Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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